Co-seismic deformation of deep slabs based on summed CMT data
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[1] We assess the co-seismic deformation inferred from earthquake moment tensor solutions for subducting slabs at depths greater than 50 km globally. We rotate each moment tensor into a local slab reference frame, then sum tensors within 50 km depth bins to approximate long term deformation characteristics. This builds upon previous analyses by using the up-to-date global Centroid Moment Tensor catalog, incorporating a more complete slab geometry, and focusing on the 3-D aspects of slab deformation. Results show a general consistency with Isacks and Molnar (1969), who found that most slabs can be divided into intermediate-extensional, intermediate-extensional-deep-compressional, and intermediate to deep-compressional categories. Exceptions to these three categories can be related to slab bending in the top 100 km, plate convergence that is oblique to the trench normal direction, and regions of higher focal mechanism heterogeneity. The regions of higher focal mechanism heterogeneity appear where there are along-strike changes in slab geometry and/or evidence of double-seismic zones. We find that the sense of deformation in the intermediate strain axis direction is opposite to that of the down-dip direction, in agreement with Kuge and Kawakatsu (1993). By quantitative comparison to numerical models of global mantle flow, we show that these observations are consistent with deformation of viscous slabs responding to their own negative buoyancy and an upper to lower mantle viscosity increase.


1. Introduction

[2] The interpretation of deep earthquakes as evidence for descending slabs of cold lithosphere was key to the development of plate tectonic theory [e.g., Sykes, 1966; Isacks et al., 1968]. The orientation of focal mechanisms corresponding to these earthquakes relate to the deviatoric stress conditions associated with the subducting slabs. As such, they provide constraints on a range of problems such as the relative role of slab pull in driving plate motion, the viscosity structure of the mantle and the strength of slabs [e.g., Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975; Vassiliou and Hager, 1988; Billen and Gurnis, 2003; Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2004; Alisic et al., 2010; Alpert et al., 2010]. In two key studies, Isacks and Molnar [1969, 1971] analyzed the orientation of deep earthquake focal mechanisms globally. They observed that either the compressional (P) or tensional (T) axis of a focal mechanism tends to align with the down-dip direction of the slab as inferred from the earthquake locations. From a visual inspection of which axis was predominantly down-dip, Isacks and Molnar [1971] categorized different depth sections of 24 slabs as compressive, extensive or unclear, leading to the following generalizations: (1) Intermediate depth earthquakes (100 ≤ z ≤ 300 km where z is depth) in slabs where there are no deep earthquakes are generally down-dip extensional. (2) Deep (300 ≤ z ≤ 700 km) earthquakes are nearly always down-dip compressional. (3) Where there is a gap or sparse seismicity between intermediate and deep earthquakes, the intermediate depth earthquakes are generally down-dip extensional. (4) Where the seismicity is continuous with depth to z ≥ 300 km, the intermediate depth earthquakes are generally down-dip compressional.

[3] The interpretation of the first observation is that the negative buoyancy of the cold dense slab leads to tensile stresses in its shallower parts. The second observation is interpreted as the effect of the slab reaching the higher viscosity lower mantle near z = 660 km such that it becomes supported from below. The third observation is interpreted as a combination of these two effects while the fourth indicates that the slab has become fully supported from below after extended contact with the lower mantle. Two dimensional modeling [Vassiliou and Hager, 1988] reproduced the pattern of extension at intermediate depths due to gravitational sinking of a viscous slab, with deeper compression dominantly controlled by proximity to a viscosity increase from upper to lower mantle. Alpert et al. [2010] reproduced these two effects simultaneously in multiple slabs for a 3-D global flow model that incorporated radial and lateral viscosity variations.

[4] Studies subsequent to Isacks and Molnar [1971] have shown that P or T axes tend to point down-dip using more quantitative analyses of orientations and larger focal mechanism data sets [e.g., Apperson and Frohlich, 1987;
Vassiliou and Hager, 1988; Chen et al., 2004; Alpert et al., 2010]. While the first and second observations noted previously are supported by these studies, there is less consensus on the patterns of intermediate depth earthquakes for slabs with deep seismicity. Other factors suggested to influence focal mechanism orientations include slab bending and unbending [e.g., Engdahl and Scholz, 1977], the interaction between subduction rate and slab age [Fujita and Kanamori, 1981], shearing effects of mantle flow [Giardini and Woodhouse, 1986], unlocking at the slab interface by mega-thrust earthquakes [Astiz et al., 1988], fossil fault orientations [Jiao et al., 2000] and the angle of slab dip [Brudzinski and Chen, 2005]. The four main observations of Isacks and Molnar [1971] predict three “Isacks and Molnar categories” of slab: intermediate extension (IE) type, intermediate extension-deep compression (IE-DC) type, and intermediate compression-deep compression (IC-DC) type. The question of whether other factors can lead to exceptions from these categories was approached by Chen et al. [2004], who analyzed intermediate depth earthquake focal mechanisms globally and concluded that while the Isacks and Molnar categories explained more of the data than any other model, arc curvature and an interaction between slab age and mantle phase transitions can lead to exceptions.

Here, we focus on how well the orientation of focal mechanisms for slab earthquakes are explained by these three slab categories and whether other effects can lead to exceptions. We expand on the analysis of Chen et al. [2004] by increasing the earthquake data set numerically and geographically, by incorporating improved representation of slab geometry, by focusing in more detail on the 3-D aspects of slab deformation, and by comparison with numerical modeling results. Slab geometry is important for several of the factors listed previously as suggested influences on co-seismic deformation. We use the Regionalized Upper Mantle (RUM) slab contours [Gudmundsson and Sambridge, 1998] to obtain greater coverage of slabs than in previous studies, allowing us to assess the role of slab geometry on co-seismic deformation in more detail.

The Isacks and Molnar slab categories are based on the nature of deformation in the down-dip direction of the slab, and hence do not incorporate 3-D aspects of slab deformation fully. To understand 3-D aspects of co-seismic deformation in more detail requires going beyond the double-couple representation used previously [Isacks and Molnar, 1971; Apperson and Frohlich, 1987; Chen et al., 2004]. Departure from a double-couple mechanism can be quantified by the intermediate eigenvalue of the moment tensor, reflecting non-zero strain in the B-axis direction, which can provide clues as to the rheological controls on slab deformation. For example, large extensional intermediate strain perpendicular to a down-dip P-axis indicates that the slab is extending as much in the slab-normal as the along-strike direction. This would imply that any stiffness of the slab has little effect on resisting deformation along-strike. Departures from a double-couple mechanism are often referred to in terms of the relative size and sign of a compensated linear vector dipole (CLVD) component [e.g., Knopoff and Randall, 1970; Julian et al., 1998], and have been previously assessed in relation to deep earthquakes by, e.g., Giardini [1984], Kuge and Kawakatsu [1993], and Frohlich [1995]. Giardini [1984] showed systematic changes in the CLVD components related to earthquake depths and suggested a relation to the observations of Isacks and Molnar [1971]. Kuge and Kawakatsu [1993] assessed this more quantitatively and showed a relation between the average CLVD component properties in a slab and the ratio of in-plate compression to in-plate extension earthquakes. They found that a greater proportion of P-axes close to the plane of the slab corresponded to generally extensive strain in the B-axis directions, while a greater proportion of T-axes closer to the slab plane corresponded to generally compressive strain in the B-axis directions. The same correlation is reproduced by Frohlich [2006] for the data set used by Apperson and Frohlich [1987].

Interpretation of variations in CLVD size and orientation for deep earthquake focal mechanisms requires a 3-D understanding of slabs. Frohlich [1995] suggested interpretations relating to extensive or compressive forces produced by slab bending, but pointed out that there is no unique interpretation of a given CLVD component in this way. Kuge and Kawakatsu [1993] showed evidence that CLVD components can be related to sub-events with varying orientations but with the principal axis in the down-dip direction remaining relatively stable. However, they also showed that CLVD components may result from a double-couple radiation pattern modified by the high velocity slab. This highlights a problem with analysis of CLVD components in that it relies on moment tensor inversions constraining the value of the smallest absolute strain. In this study, we assess the CLVD components of summed moment tensors which, although affected by the CLVD components of individual moment tensors, are dominated by variation in the better constrained P and T axes orientations [e.g., Bailey et al., 2010]. Such variation is likely to reflect persistent characteristics of the regional loading stress. We show that CLVD patterns in summed moment tensors generally conform to the patterns observed in individual moment tensors by Kuge and Kawakatsu [1993]. We aid our interpretation of observed CLVD patterns by comparison to recent numerical model results [Alpert et al., 2010] that fully incorporate 3-D effects and the interaction between different slabs. Alpert et al. [2010] quantified the model predictions of stress within slabs by the average fit of predicted to observed P-axis orientations. Here, we target the CLVD characteristics in the model results to better understand the 3-D aspects of slab stresses. These comparisons highlight that the general CLVD patterns in CMT data can be related to visous behavior of slabs in addition to the interaction of the slab geometry with surrounding mantle flow.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Moment Tensor and Slab Geometry Data

We use the global Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) catalog [Dziewonski et al., 1981; Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1983] (http://www.globalcmt.org/, accessed June 2011) to obtain focal mechanisms of earthquakes occurring between 1976 and 2010 inclusive. The catalog represents earthquakes as point-source, symmetric and deviatoric moment tensors, computed by inversion of body wave, surface wave and sometimes normal mode data [Ekström, 2007]. Events with depth z ≤ 50 km are removed. We estimate the moment magnitude MW of completeness for the remaining data to be
5.2 based on a visual inspection of the $M_W$ histogram. Since the results presented here are similar when including or omitting CMTs with $M_W < 5.2$, we infer that there is no strong bias toward certain mechanism types below the completeness threshold and use the entire magnitude range for our analysis.

To define slab geometry we use the RUM slab contours [Gudmundsson and Sambridge, 1998], which have a 50 km depth interval and were created by fitting a surface to the top of seismicity for 24 separate slabs using relocated hypocenter data. We do not incorporate two of their smallest slab surfaces (Luzon and Mindanao) where there are no contours defined below 150 km. The remaining slabs are subdivided into 45 slab regions (Figure 1) which were initially defined to enclose similarly sized areas while containing sufficient CMT data and minimal changes in slab geometry. Subsequent, iterative adjustments were made to separate distinct co-seismic deformation patterns. The
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Figure 1. Locations of slabs and CMT data used in this study together with seafloor ages [Müller et al., 2008] and plate motion vectors from the NUVEL-HS3 [Gripp and Gordon, 2002] model. Black lines show the 50 km depth interval slab contours of Gudmundsson and Sambridge [1998] which overlay red circles showing the CMT centroid locations. Colored polygons and associated labels show the slab regions defined for this study, with red and blue indicating whether the slab regions are classified as shallow or deep, respectively.
2.2. Moment Tensor Summations

The moment tensor summations for the Kurile-S slab region are given in Figure 2. Re-sampled points on the slab contours (black lines) are triangulated to obtain slab patches which have unique strike and dip values. Five example CMTs from within the depth range are associated with the slab triangles that have the closest midpoints. Beach balls show the CMT orientations before and after two rotations into the slab coordinate system, where \( \phi, \nu \) and \( \delta \) indicate the along-strike, slab-normal and down-dip directions. The first rotation shows the beach balls as looking down-dip into the slab and the second (right-most column) shows the view used in subsequent figures, looking away from the slab-normal. Red lines show the extent of the polygon used to define this particular slab region. Gray dots show the epicenters from the EHB catalog [Engdahl et al., 1998] for earthquakes within a 50 < \( z \) ≤ 700 depth range.

![Example slab contours, triangulation and CMT rotation applied to the 200 < \( z \) ≤ 250 km depth range of the Kurile-S slab. Re-sampled points on the slab contours (black lines) are triangulated to obtain slab patches which have unique strike and dip values. Five example CMTs from within the depth range are associated with the slab triangles that have the closest midpoints. Beach balls show the CMT orientations before and after two rotations into the slab coordinate system, where \( \phi, \nu \) and \( \delta \) indicate the along-strike, slab-normal and down-dip directions. The first rotation shows the beach balls as looking down-dip into the slab and the second (right-most column) shows the view used in subsequent figures, looking away from the slab-normal. Red lines show the extent of the polygon used to define this particular slab region. Gray dots show the epicenters from the EHB catalog [Engdahl et al., 1998] for earthquakes within a 50 < \( z \) ≤ 700 depth range.](image)

The naming of the sub-regions generally follows Gudmundsson and Sambridge [1998] except in cases where other names are perceived to be more conventional. Slab regions are categorized as “deep” if the deepest slab contour is below 350 km and “shallow” otherwise (Figure 1).

From a \( \sim 50 \) km discretization of the slab contours, we project the longitude and latitude of points on adjacent contours to a 2-D Cartesian coordinate system and triangulate between those points. After projecting back into geographical coordinates, each triangle is assigned a strike, dip and center location based its vertices. We associate CMTs with the nearest slab if their centroid is within 75 km of a triangle’s center and within 50 km distance normal to that triangle. This results in a data set of 7,071 slab-associated moment tensors:

\[ M_k \]

where \( M_k \) is the \( k \)th moment tensor in a population of size \( N \). Assuming homogeneous isotropic elastic properties for an arbitrary volume containing the earthquakes, \( M_k \) relates to the co-seismic strain of that volume by a constant scaling factor [Kostrov, 1974]. In our case we sum tensors after rotation into the slab reference frame and the implied strain therefore represents co-seismic deformation of the slab in a \( \delta - \nu - \phi \) coordinate system. The scalar moment of \( M^\Sigma \) is \( M_0 = \| M^\Sigma \| / \sqrt{2} \), where \( \| M_k \| \) is the Euclidean Norm of \( M_k \), and we estimate a moment magnitude \( M_w \) using the relation of Hanks and Kanamori [1979]. \( M_0 \) for a summed tensor is generally smaller than the cumulative moment release for the population since tensors with varying orientations cancel each other out to some extent. Since \( M^\Sigma \) can be dominated by the largest earthquake in a population, we also consider the average source mechanism tensor [e.g., Riedesel and Jordan, 1989; Bailey et al., 2009]:

\[ M^\Sigma = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} M_k = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \| M_k \|. \]  (2)

The average source mechanism tensor can be thought of as the mean moment tensor orientation, though orientation in this case refers to a 6-D unit vector describing the symmetric moment tensor and incorporating changes in the relative sizes of the three principal strains. Similarity of the principal axes orientations for \( M^\Sigma \) over a range of magnitude scales [e.g., Amelung and King, 1997; Bailey et al., 2009] often leads to similar results for \( M^\Sigma \) and \( M^\Sigma \). This suggests a similar response of small and large earthquakes to a single loading stress orientation acting upon the same faulting structures. Following Frohlich and Apperson [1992] and Bailey et al. [2010], we use \( \| M^\Sigma \| \), which lies between 0 and 1, to measure the consistency in
moment tensor orientations for the population considered. For a uniformly distributed random population of deviatoric tensor orientations, the expected value of $||\tilde{M}^\Sigma||$ is $1/\sqrt{N}$, which is useful to calculate when comparing $||\tilde{M}^\Sigma||$ for different sized populations.

We compute $M^\Sigma$ and $\tilde{M}^\Sigma$ for the rotated CMTs in 50 km depth bins for our global data set of slab associated CMTs, and again for each of the 45 slab regions, though $\tilde{M}^\Sigma$ is only computed for bins containing at least three CMTs. In order to simplify the presentation of our main results, we focus on $\tilde{M}^\Sigma$ when considering subregions in section 3. This is adequate since the orientations of $M^\Sigma$ and $\tilde{M}^\Sigma$ are generally consistent in the same bins, and analysis of $||\tilde{M}^\Sigma||$ carries information about consistency of orientations. Other summation results are presented in the auxiliary material. In all cases, we display summation results using beach ball representations, where the down-dip direction points toward the bottom of the page, along-strike points to the right, and slab-normal points out of the page.

### 2.3. Analysis Quantities

We interpret each $M^\Sigma$ and $\tilde{M}^\Sigma$ in terms of its down-dip deformation state, orientation of the principal axis closest to down-dip and the size of the CLVD component using three scalar quantities. The down-dip deformation state is quantified by

$$f_{dd} = \frac{m_{dd}}{\max(-\lambda_1, \lambda_3)},$$

where $m_{dd}$ denotes the down-dip component of $M^\Sigma$ or $\tilde{M}^\Sigma$, and $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_3$ denote the minimum and maximum eigenvalues, respectively, of $M^\Sigma$ or $\tilde{M}^\Sigma$. The value of $f_{dd}$ quantifies the compressive (negative) or extensive (positive) down-dip moment relative to the moment in the direction of the dominant axis of the tensor, and ranges from -1 to 1. This incorporates extension or compression that may result from a tensor with a CLVD component and a B-axis close to the down-dip direction. We calculate $f_{dd}$ for all $M^\Sigma$ and $\tilde{M}^\Sigma$, then interpret the result as down-dip compressional if $f_{dd} < -0.45$, down-dip extension if $f_{dd} > 0.45$, and oblique otherwise. This classification is used to assess the agreement of summed tensors with the Isacks and Molnar categories, and is illustrated in Figure 3. The value of 0.45 is chosen so it is small enough for CLVD components to influence the interpretation of the deformation state, while being large enough that it reflects the orientation of the P and T axes in the case of double-couple mechanisms. For a randomly oriented moment tensor population, ~60% would be interpreted as oblique based on this threshold.

To quantify the distinction between IE-DC and IC-DC categories, we estimate the depth of change from extension to compression, $z_c$, by fitting two lines with $f_{dd} = 1$ and $f_{dd} = -1$ to the bin values of $f_{dd}$ in each deep-type slab region. We use $z_c \leq 100$ km to define the IC-DC category slab regions. Based on the conclusions of Isacks and Molnar [1971], we expect $z_c$ to coincide with a depth range where there is sparse seismicity. To test this, we associate hypocenter data from the EHB catalog [Engdahl et al., 1998] (http://www.isc.ac.uk) with the slab regions based on the same distance criteria as for the CMTs. We then compute the number of above completeness hypocenters in 50 km depth bins for each slab region, where magnitude of completeness is estimated by visual assessment of the magnitude-frequency distribution for the region. In cases where there is one or more bin with no earthquakes above bins with earthquakes, we define the seismicity-based $z_c$ estimate as the bin boundary closest to the center of the seismicity gap. Elsewhere, we use the bottom of the bin with the lowest number of earthquakes, with the condition that the underlying bin has more earthquakes. To prevent sparse seismicity at the tip of the slabs influencing this estimate, we restrict the possible depths of $z_c$ to $z \leq 450$ km.

Following Frohlich [1995] and Kagan [2009], we quantify the relative size of the CLVD component by

$$\Gamma = \frac{3\sqrt{6}\text{det}(M)}{||M||^3},$$

where $M$ denotes the moment tensor for a single CMT and $\text{det}(M)$ denotes its determinant. $\Gamma = -1$ corresponds to uniaxial compression, $\Gamma = 1$ corresponds to uniaxial extension, and $\Gamma = 0$ corresponds to a pure double-couple mechanism. $M$ can be substituted by $M^\Sigma$ or $\tilde{M}^\Sigma$ to quantify the CLVD components of the summed tensors. In $M^\Sigma$ and $\tilde{M}^\Sigma$, non-zero values of $\Gamma$ may result from CLVD components in the CMT population or from rotationally asymmetric variation of the principal axes among the population [e.g., Frohlich, 1995; Kagan, 2009; Bailey et al., 2010]. For example, a negative value of $\Gamma$ can indicate either compressive strains in the B-axis direction for a number of near-homogeneously oriented earthquakes, or that the T-axis has a relatively stable orientation within the population while the...
P and B axes tend to interchange. The advantage of using \( \Gamma \) over \( \epsilon = \lambda_2/\max(-\lambda_1, \lambda_3) \) [e.g., Giardini, 1984; Kuge and Kawakatsu, 1993] is that \( \Gamma \) has a uniform distribution for randomly selected deviatoric tensor orientations, making it easier to quantify deviations from random [Kagan, 2009].

[17] The value of \( \Gamma \) is not independent of \( f_{\text{KL}} \), and hence \( f_{\text{KL}} \) is not a good measure with which to assess the orientation of CLVD components with respect to the slab. To incorporate the CLVD orientation into our analysis we investigate the CLVD patterns in relation to the slab deformation state by plotting \( \Gamma \) as a function of the angle \( \theta \) between the P, T or B axis and the down-dip direction, depending on whichever is smallest. Plotting of \( \Gamma \) versus \( \theta \) is analogous to Kuge and Kawakatsu [1993, Figure 2] and Frohlich [2006, Figure 6.30]. The difference is that those authors plot average \( \epsilon \) (equivalent to \( \Gamma \)) versus proportion of compressive to extensive events for each slab, while we plot \( \Gamma \) and the degree of compression/extension for each tensor. Our approach allows us to compare CLVD characteristics for individual CMTs and for the summed tensors, as well as being less sensitive to choices made during data selection. Since the relationship between \( f_{\text{KL}} \) and \( \Gamma \) can be counter-intuitive, beach ball representations of example moment tensors and their associated values are shown in Figure 3.

### 2.4. Global Flow Model Comparisons

[18] The numerical modeling results used to interpret tensor summation results in terms of slab stresses are taken directly from the study of Alpert et al. [2010], where the modeling approach is described in detail. This approach employs CitcomS [Zhong et al., 2000] to solve for Stokes’ flow and associated stress due to an imposed viscosity and density structure in the Boussinesq approximation, arriving at an instantaneous solution for global mantle flow. Radial viscosity structure is defined by a lithosphere with viscosity \( \eta_L \), asthenosphere (100 < \( z \) ≤ 300 km) with viscosity \( \eta_A \), upper mantle (300 < \( z \) ≤ 660 km) with viscosity \( \eta_{UM} \) and lower mantle (660 < \( z \) ≤ 2, 891 km) with viscosity \( \eta_{LM} \). Slabs are incorporated by converting the RUM slabs into constant thickness temperature and density anomalies relative to the upper mantle. These temperature anomalies are translated into viscosity anomalies such that the maximum slab viscosity is the same as \( \eta_L \). Alpert et al. [2010] investigated the effect of a range of parameters on the intraslab stresses using a total of 226 models. We select a subset of six models by choosing a well performing, simple parameter setup as a control case and adjusting one of the viscosity parameters \( \eta_L \), \( \eta_A \) and \( \eta_{LM} \), in each of the other five. All viscosities are related to the upper mantle reference viscosity \( \eta_{UM} = 10^{21} \text{Pa s} \) by constant factors. For the control model \( \eta_L = 10\eta_{UM} \), \( \eta_A = \eta_{UM} \) and \( \eta_{LM} = 30\eta_{UM} \). For the other five models, factors are given in Table 1, along with names used to refer to the models in subsequent sections. The lithosphere and slab thickness is 100 km with a slab density anomaly of 3.9% in all models. Surface boundary conditions are prescribed plate motions from the NUVEL-HS3 model of Gripp and Gordon [2002] and we use a no-slip Core-Mantle Boundary (CMB) condition to induce net rotation related shearing. Fixing the CMB and prescribing absolute plate motion models channels the net rotation flow into the upper mantle [Conrad and Behn, 2010], roughly consistent with the dynamically induced net rotations from geodynamic models [Zhong, 2001; Becker, 2006].

[19] Stress results are extracted at the locations closest to each CMT and rotated as for the data. The model grid element spacing is 17 km which is the same order of magnitude as the CMT location uncertainty. We apply the slab region and depth binning to these CMT-associated stress results, then compute the average source mechanism tensor using equation (2) by substituting the deviatoric component of the model stress for \( \mathbf{M}_f \). The binning removes some of the bias toward regions of abundant seismicity that is present in a global analysis. We compare average source mechanism tensor results because they appear spatially smoother and probably better reflect the long term stress behavior. By comparing the model deviatoric stresses with CMT orientations, we are assuming both that the CMTs represent the co-seismic strain and that the co-seismic strain represents an unbiased response to the loading stress. Both assumptions are justified if there is little anisotropy in the mechanical properties of the slab, and we have little basis for assuming otherwise. We assess the broad features of co-seismic slab deformation as a function of depth for the model by taking the average among the slab region bin values of \( f_{\text{KL}} \) (equation (3)) and \( \Gamma \) (equation (4)). To place these results in the context of the Isacks and Molnar categories, we perform the averaging separately for the IE, IE-DC and IC-DC categories, where the sub-region category is assigned according to the \( \mathbf{M}^\Sigma \) results of the CMT analysis.

[20] The model performance is quantified by comparing the orientation and CLVD components of the average source mechanism tensors via two separate quantities. The average difference in tensor orientation for the CMT \( \mathbf{M}^\Sigma \) and model \( \mathbf{M}^\Sigma_{\text{mod}} \) results is quantified by

\[
\Theta^\Sigma = \arccos \left( \frac{\left( \mathbf{M}^\Sigma \right)^{DC}}{\left\| \left( \mathbf{M}^\Sigma \right)^{DC} \right\|} : \frac{\left( \mathbf{M}^\Sigma_{\text{mod}} \right)^{DC}}{\left\| \left( \mathbf{M}^\Sigma_{\text{mod}} \right)^{DC} \right\|} \right),
\]

where \( : \) indicates the tensor dot product, \( ^{DC} \) indicates the double-couple component (i.e., taking out the part with a non-zero intermediate eigenvalue), and the angular brackets indicate the average over all bins with three or more CMT data. Values of \( \Theta^\Sigma = 0^\circ, 90^\circ \) and \( 180^\circ \) indicate that the principal strain axes are parallel, orthogonal and opposite, respectively. For two populations of randomly oriented tensors, the expected mean and median values of \( \Theta^\Sigma \) would be 90°. We compare the model and data CLVD components
Based on the absolute difference in $\Gamma$ for the average source mechanism tensors:

$$d\Gamma = (|\Gamma_{data} - \Gamma_{mod}|),$$

where $\Gamma_{data}$ denotes $\Gamma$ (equation (4)) for $\mathbf{M}^S$ from the CMT data, $\Gamma_{mod}$ denotes $\Gamma$ for $\mathbf{M}_s$ from the model stress tensors, and the angular brackets again indicate the average over all bins. For two populations of randomly oriented tensors, $d\Gamma$ follows a triangular distribution with a median of $2 - \sqrt{2} \approx 0.586$.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Summed Moment Tensors for Global Depth Bins

Summation results for the 50 km global depth bins in addition to the CMT for the largest event in each bin are shown in Figure 4. The dominant pattern throughout all
results is one of down-dip extension above $z \approx 350$ km and down-dip compression below. This is consistent with the Isacks and Molnar IE-DC category, though with a $z_c$ of 350 km rather than 300 km. $\mathbf{M}^E$ shows very similar mechanisms to the largest earthquakes in each bin. This reflects the persistence of the Gutenberg-Richter distribution for the magnitudes of deep earthquake populations such that the largest earthquake in any population tends to release almost as much or more strain when compared to all other earthquakes combined. This effect is less evident where there are larger numbers of earthquakes, e.g., in the $50 < z \leq 150$ km bins, where greater sampling at the upper magnitude end of the Gutenberg-Richter distribution means that there are multiple large earthquakes.

[22] Comparison of results for $\mathbf{M}^E$ and $\mathbf{M}^V$ shows that changes in tensor orientation with depth are smoother for $\mathbf{M}^V$ than for $\mathbf{M}^E$. This suggests a smoothly varying stress field with depth that is better sampled by the more frequent small events than the less frequent and geographically separated large events. Deep bins show large CLVD components that indicate similar levels of extension within the plane of the along-strike and slab-normal directions. Nevertheless, there is a tendency for B-axes to be aligned with the along-strike direction indicating slightly greater extension in the slab-normal direction. There is a relative homogeneity of the CMT orientations within the bins below 350 km as quantified by $\|\mathbf{M}^E\|$. In contrast, the small beach balls for the intermediate depth range of 150–300 km show a low level of orientation consistency that is close to the expectation of a random set of moment tensor orientations.

3.2. Comparison of Slab Region Summed Tensors to Isacks and Molnar Categories

[23] Results for $\mathbf{M}^E$ computed over 50 km depth bins for 33 of the 45 slab regions are shown in Figure 5. We omit small slab regions or those with fewer depth bins from Figure 5 but these are included in the auxiliary material. For all slab regions, a total of 248 results for $\mathbf{M}^E$ were obtained based on the number of depth bins that contained at least three CMTs. This compares to 297 bins containing at least one CMT and 347 bins containing at least one EHB catalog hypocenter. We find that the results for $\mathbf{M}^E$ (auxiliary material) are generally consistent with results for $\mathbf{M}^E$ except where $\|\mathbf{M}^E\|$ is low, indicating a heterogeneous stress field. As for the global summation results and previous studies, we find that the majority of bins can be classified as either down-dip compressional or extensional. The pattern of down-dip extension above $z \approx 350$ km and compression below is generally reproduced at the slab region scale. In addition, the down-dip compression results tend to show extensional intermediate strain ($\Gamma < 0$) and down-dip extension results tend to show compressional intermediate strain ($\Gamma > 0$). These two observations are reproduced in the stresses from the numerical modeling for the control parameter setup (Figure 6).

[24] Examining the summation results in more detail, the percentage of bins classified as oblique is 26% for $\mathbf{M}^E$ and 32% for $\mathbf{M}^V$. Exceptions to the Isacks and Molnar categories can occur because of such oblique results or because the sense of deformation is opposite to that which is expected. The smallest proportion of exceptions are found for deep ($z > 350$ km) bins where down-dip compression dominates. For these bins, we find 20% disagreement with the IE, IE-DC and IC-DC categories in $\mathbf{M}^E$ results based on the $f_{bd} = \pm 0.45$ threshold. Intermediate depth ($50 < z \leq 350$ km) bins for the deep-type slab regions are less consistent, due to a higher percentage (35%) of oblique mechanisms. Low values of $\|\mathbf{M}^V\|$ are common for these bins. For the shallow-type slabs the percentage of oblique mechanisms is similar to the results for deep bins, but there are also a number of bins showing compression where we expect extension, leading to a 34% disagreement with the IE category. Only five slab regions show 100% agreement with the Isacks and Molnar categories using both summation methods: the Hellenic, Halmahera, S. America and Scotia slabs. Of these, S. America-C is the only example of a deep-type slab region.

[25] We identify four distinct patterns in the summation results that cannot be incorporated into the Isacks and Molnar categories: First, some shallow-type slab regions show intermediate compression. This occurs with relatively homogeneous orientations for Calabria and Ryukyu-C, and somewhat less consistently for W. Philippines-N (Figure 5). In the case of the Ryukyu slab regions, along-strike changes in the focal mechanism orientations have been related to changes in the age of the subducting plate and the interaction of slab temperature changes with the 410 km phase change [cf. Chen et al., 2004]. This distinct change in along-strike seafloor age is illustrated in Figure 1. However, a similar pattern of seafloor ages for Indonesia-W does not correlate with down-dip compression.

[26] Secondly, results in the uppermost $50 < z \leq 100$ km bin are nearly all classified as oblique or down-dip extensional. The oblique orientations mostly show a rotation of the tensors from the down-dip direction toward the slab-normal, which is indicative of an influence of slab bending. The lack of such rotations in the $100 < z \leq 150$ km bins imply that bending forces are not important there. The bending effect is also present in the modeling results shown in Figure 6.

[27] Thirdly, we observe in-plane rotations away from the down-dip axis of the slab that are consistent with depth for a
number of slab regions. This is most prominent for Tonga-C1, Izu-Bonin and Aleutian-W, as well as Kurile-N to some extent. Both Tonga-C1 and Izu-Bonin show distinct changes in the along-strike geometry, suggesting that surrounding mantle flow may be shearing the slab. The observation for the Aleutian-W might lead us to relate this feature to oblique plate convergence, as illustrated by plate motion vectors in Figure 1. However, we do not find this in other
Figure 6. Average source mechanism tensors from numerical model stress tensors evaluated at the locations of CMTs used for Figure 5 (stiff slab case). The parameter setup of the model corresponds to the higher $\eta$ slab (Table 1). The color scale and coordinate system follow that of data results in Figure 5, but the scaling of beach ball radii is reduced slightly due to greater homogeneity in the model results.
regions where the plate motion is oblique to the slab-normal direction, such as Indonesia-W, New Hebrides and New Britain. Our modeling, which incorporates loading from the imposed plate motions, reproduces the rotations to some extent for the Izu-Bonin and Kurile-N slab regions.

Fourthly, we find some clusters of oblique orientations that are not consistent between adjacent bins and also show heterogeneous CMT orientations within bins. This is observed for Indonesia-C2, Indonesia-E, Tonga-N, New Britain-C, and Japan-S/N, all of which are deep-type. Indonesia-C2 may be a special case since the subducting plate at the top of the slab is continental lithosphere. Heterogeneity for the Japan slab regions may relate to observations of distinct double-seismic zones with opposing focal mechanism orientations [e.g., Igarashi et al., 2001; Brudzinski et al., 2007]. The remaining three slab regions involve abrupt changes in the slab geometry, either along-strike or down-dip. Hence, it appears that a number of effects may lead to higher heterogeneity in the co-seismic deformation patterns of slabs.

3.3. Depth to Transition From Down-Dip Extension to Compression

Out of 18 deep slabs with sufficient data \( \tilde{M}^c \), we find a distinct switch from intermediate extension to deep compression below 100 km in 10, fitting the IE-DC category.
(Figure 7). In the remaining eight, down-dip compression appears to dominate at all depths below 100 km (Figure 7a), though many of these results are categorized as oblique. The number of IE-DC types is larger for the slab, though many of these results are categorized as oblique. The number of earthquakes as a function of depth when comparing slabs globally.

For the regions that fit the IE-DC type, the depth of the switch from extension to compression, \( z_c \), is generally consistent with gaps in the seismicity (Figure 7b). However, for slab regions where there is a minimum in the number of earthquakes as a function of depth, \( z_c \) is only sometimes consistent with the depth of that minimum (Figure 7c). For the Indonesian and S. American slab regions, as well as Marianas-C, the values of \( z_c \) estimated from \( f_{6s} \) and from the number of earthquakes are consistent. However, for Molucca-N, Marianas-N and Kurile-S the \( z_c \) estimates are inconsistent by 100 km. In other IE-DC slab regions there is insufficient \( \mathbf{M}^C \) results to test consistency of \( z_c \) estimates. Furthermore, the IC-DC slab regions sometimes show a distinct minimum in the number of earthquakes as a function of depth (e.g., New Britain and Japan-N). These inconsistencies are also observed for \( \mathbf{M}^L \) where we consider more bins due to the requirement of just one CMT per bin. Hence, there is little evidence of a clear relation between the number of earthquakes and patterns of compression and extension in the slab. This is in part due to the lack of a common distribution shape for the number of earthquakes as a function of depth when comparing slabs globally.

### 3.4. CLVD Characteristics: Global Scale

[30] For individual CMTs in our catalog of slab associated earthquakes, we show that where \( \theta < 30^\circ \) for the P-axis there is a tendency for \( \Gamma < 0 \), and where \( \theta < 30^\circ \) for the T-axis there is a tendency for \( \Gamma > 0 \) (Figure 8). This may be summarized as a tendency toward the top-left and bottom-right example CMT orientations in Figure 3. These results are comparable to the observation of Kuge and Kawakatsu [1993] that the average CLVD component for CMTs in a slab relates to the ratio of in-plate compression to extension mechanisms. We find no general tendency toward positive or negative \( \Gamma \) where the B-axis is the closest axis to down-dip. Figure 8 shows the CLVD size and orientation relative to a uniform random distribution, indicating that CMTs are strongly clustered around either \( \theta = 0^\circ \) for either the P or T axis. However, the density at the edges of the plots (e.g., for the B-axis \( \theta \approx 0 \), \( \Gamma \approx -0.8 \)) should be treated conservatively since the sparsity of data close to \( \theta = 0^\circ \) leads to greater uncertainty in the smoothing there.

[31] Overlayering results for the global depth bin summations indicates that CLVD components for \( \mathbf{M}^C \) are larger than average CLVD components for the individual CMTs used to compute them. However, values of \( \Gamma \) for \( \mathbf{M}^L \) results are smaller and generally consistent with the individual CMTs, as expected since they are dominated by individual CMTs. The pattern of negative \( \Gamma \) in tensors with P-axis \( \theta < 30^\circ \) is reflected in \( \mathbf{M}^C \) and \( \mathbf{M}^L \) for the \( z > 350 \) km bins, while the pattern of positive \( \Gamma \) in CMTs with T-axis \( \theta < 30^\circ \) is reflected in the \( z \leq 350 \) km bins.

### 3.5. CLVD Characteristics: Regional Scale

[32] For the average source mechanism tensor results in the binned slab regions, the relationship between \( \Gamma \) and \( \theta \) is shown in Figure 9. We interpret these results with the caveat that strictly, the individual data points should not be treated equally since each point represents a different sized region.
and a different number of CMTs. However, the separation into sub-regions allows us to examine the characteristics of co-seismic slab deformation with less bias toward slabs that have relatively higher numbers of CMTs (e.g., Tonga and S. America), and we account for the CMT number in each summation by varying point size. The same general patterns are observed as for the individual CMTs and global depth bins (Figure 8). However, a large amount of scatter with wide-ranging values of $\Gamma$ is observed at all values of $\theta$, as well as generally larger values of $\Pi$ than for the individual CMT data. When considering the results separated by depth range we find that nearly all deep bins lie in the $\Gamma < 0$ and P-axis $\theta < 30^\circ$ region. In contrast, the down-dip compressional bins for the $50 < z \leq 100$ km and $100 < z \leq 350$ km depth ranges show several cases where $\Gamma > 0$. For the down-dip tensional bins (T-axis $\theta < 40^\circ$) there is greater scatter in $\Gamma$ than for the down-dip compressional bins. However, there is still a tendency for $\Gamma > 0$ when $0 \leq 20^\circ$ for the T-axis. For the T-axis cases where $\theta > 30^\circ$ there is a cluster of results in the $50 < z \leq 100$ depth range that corresponds to oblique orientations caused by slab bending.

### 3.6. Global Flow Model Comparisons

[33] Figures 10–12 summarize the modeling results for various parameter setups using the average of bin values of $f_{\delta\delta}$ and $\Gamma$, as well as average misfit to the CMT summed tensors using $\Theta^{DC}$ and d$. We separate the slab regions into the three Isacks and Molnar categories based first on whether the deepest contour is less than 350 km depth (IE), and based secondly on whether $z_c \leq 100$ km (IC-DC) or $z_c > 100$ km (IE-DC), where $z_c$ is estimated from the CMT $\mathbf{M}^C$ results. A general result from the numerical modeling is that slabs are in extension for $z \leq 350$ km and compression below [Alpert et al., 2010], showing a consistency with results from the IE and IE-DC regions (Figures 10 and 11). The down-dip compression at depth in the IC-DC and IE-DC categories appears as a direct response to the increase in viscosity for the lower mantle, illustrated by the lack of deep down-dip compression in the case where the viscosity contrast at the upper/lower mantle boundary is removed [cf. Vassiliou and Hager, 1988; Alpert et al., 2010]. The down-dip extension at shallower depths appears as a combined response to the negative buoyancy and bending of the slab.

[34] The intermediate down-dip compression in the IC-DC category slab regions is not completely reproduced by any of the models (Figure 12). However, the two cases where slab stiffness is increased show a greater number of oblique results and deformation states closer to down-dip compression, illustrated by lower misfit values at intermediate depths ($100 < z \leq 250$ km) for the extra high viscosity slabs (Figure 12). This can be explained by a deeper influence of the plate motion associated shearing on slab stresses when the slabs are stiffer.

[35] In terms of $\Theta^{DC}$, the control, weak asthenosphere and stiff slab models all show similar levels of misfit. Some of the best fits between summed tensor orientations are achieved in the uppermost $50 < z \leq 100$ km bin, except in the weak slab case, indicating that bending of the viscous slab does a good job in reproducing the orientations noted in section 3.1. Relatively high values of $\Theta^{DC(\approx 70^\circ)}$ for the $250 < z \leq 350$ km range in the IE-DC category relate to the high variability in the orientations of the observed data. Although the misfit is roughly the same for all models, the predicted orientations for the various models are quite variable. This suggests a strong sensitivity of slab stresses to small changes in the slab rheology at these depths that could account for the variability in observed co-seismic deformation patterns.

[36] The CLVD characteristics for the model results generally follow the down-dip deformation state, such that average $\Gamma$ values are negative and positive when average $f_{\delta\delta}$ values are negative and positive, respectively. This reproduces the CMT-based observations, as highlighted in Figures 8 and 9. There are two notable exceptions to this relation: First, in the $50 < z \leq 100$ km bins, where $\Gamma$ values are generally close to zero. This corresponds to forces...
dominated by the slab bending that are negligible in the along-strike direction. Secondly, for the IC-DC category where the slab viscosity is $1000 \eta_{ul}$, showing a greater tendency toward negative $G$ despite oblique values of $f_{dd}$. This occurs because the compressional stress due to forced plate velocities becomes so large that other stresses are negligible, and in the deviatoric stress tensor the stresses in perpendicular directions become extensive as a result.

The fit to the relative CLVD magnitude, as quantified by $d\Gamma$ tends to be poor when fits to the orientation are also poor, which can be related to the positive correlation between $\Gamma$ and $f_{dd}$. However, the reverse statement is not always true. We find that the $\Gamma$ fits are poor where the $\Theta$ fits are reasonable for the $150 < z \leq 350$ km bins of the IE-DC and IE categories. Figure 10 shows that in the IE category the model predicts the largest CLVD components for the $150 < z \leq 350$ km bins but poor fits to the data. This results from a fairly homogeneous distribution of $\Gamma$ in the model that does not reproduce the variation in observations illustrated by Figure 9. Otherwise, the model cases with $\eta_L = 10 \eta_{LM}$ and $100 \eta_{LM}$ show reasonable fits to the CLVD characteristics with depth. Notably, the increased number of oblique mechanisms for the extra stiff slab leads to a reduction in fit according to $d\Gamma$, especially in the IE-DC category.

4. Discussion

As for previous analyses of intermediate to deep focal mechanism orientations [Apperson and Frohlich, 1987; Chen et al., 2004], our results substantiate the main observation of Isacks and Molnar [1969], that slab earthquakes are dominantly characterized by down-dip compression or extension. Our results also refine the observations of Kuge and Kawakatsu [1993], that down-dip compression is associated with extensional intermediate co-seismic strain, and down-dip extension tends to associate with compressional intermediate co-seismic strain. In a global sense, co-seismic slab deformation can be described by down-dip extension with a positive CLVD component ($\Gamma > 0$) above $\approx 350$ km, and down-dip compression with a negative CLVD component below. This dominant pattern is correctly predicted by the numerical models of Alpert et al. [2010], where the key ingredients are the existence of slabs as viscosity and density anomalies, and a viscosity increase at $z = 660$ km. Global viscous deformation of slabs therefore provides the first physical model for the depth dependence of CLVD components in co-seismic deformation. The 660 km viscosity contrast is key to the development of down-dip compression [cf. Vassiliou and Hager, 1988] and extensive intermediate strain in the lower part of the slab, reproduced for a range of slab viscosities. Intermediate-depth extension results from a combination of the negative buoyancy of a dense slab pulling downward and the bending of a stiff slab. Compressive intermediate strain at intermediate depths can be explained either by a necking effect as weak slabs are stretched downward, by along-strike curvature of stiffer slabs, or by the interaction with toroidal flow around slab edges.

[39] We have disregarded quality restrictions in the selection of CMT data so as to maximize the spatial sampling of slabs. Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström [2010] showed that CMT orientations should be fairly well constrained for shallower depth earthquakes, but did not focus on deeper earthquakes. The CLVD components of individual CMTs

![Figure 10. Model $\tilde{M}^{CL}$ results for the IE category slabs summarized in terms of average bin value of $f_{dd}$, average bin value of $G$, average orientation misfit (equation (5)) and average $\Gamma$ misfit (equation (6)), considering each depth range separately. Rectangle sizes scale with the log of the total number of CMTs in all bins included in the averaging. In the case of misfit values, blue and red colors indicate misfit values respectively smaller and larger than those expected for a population of randomly oriented tensors.](image-url)
can have strong uncertainties since they are dependent on constraining the smallest sized principal strain axes [e.g., Frohlich, 1995]. Here we show that the observations of Kuge and Kawakatsu [1993] persist in CLVD components of summed tensors, which represent the variation of better constrained P and T axes orientations of the CMTs.

[40] Considering the separation of slab regions into the Isacks and Molnar categories, the dominance of down-dip compression for deep (\(z \geq 350\) km) earthquakes is the clearest pattern while results at intermediate depths (50 < \(z\) ≤ 350 km) are more complicated. The tendency for either down-dip compression or extension at intermediate depths is greater than that predicted for a random model, but there are a large number of results that are oblique. Interpreting the oblique results purely based on the sign of the deformation, the slabs can broadly be divided into the Isacks and Molnar model categories of dominantly extensional, dominantly compressional or upper extension/lower compression. Unlike Vassiliou and Hager [1988], we find examples of down-dip compression throughout deep slabs in locations other than Tonga (e.g., Izu-Bonin, Kurile-N and New Britain-E). We also find examples of down-dip compression in slab regions that do not show seismicity at depth (Calabrian and Ryukyu-C slab regions), as noted in previous studies [e.g., Isacks and Molnar, 1971; Kao and Chen, 1991; Bruno et al., 1999].

[41] In the case of the deeper slabs, Vassiliou and Hager [1988] found that compression was observed at shallower depths by plate forcing at the top of the slab, following the proposal by Fujita and Kanamori [1981] that compression is observed when subduction occurs at a faster rate than gravitational sinking. An analysis of summed CMT data by Holt [1995] for the Tonga slab shows that up to 60% of the relative plate motion may be absorbed by compression distributed along the slab as it is slowed by the 660 km viscosity contrast. Compression at intermediate depths is also generated by imposed plate velocities in the 3-D modeling of Alpert et al. [2010] when the slabs are relatively stiff, who noted that the northwesterly direction of net rotation for the Pacific in the NUVEL-HS3 model leads to

---

**Figure 11.** Model \(\tilde{M}^C\) results for the IE-DC category slabs summarized as in Figure 10.
enhanced intermediate compression in the west-dipping slabs such as Tonga and Kurile [cf. Doglioni et al., 2007]. However, none of the cases show compression that is as closely aligned with the down-dip direction as in some of the data (e.g., Tonga-C2). This is because the plate motion direction is often oblique to the trench, leading to rotation of the model compressive axes away from the down-dip direction. Oblique orientations in the co-seismic deformation results indicate that oblique plate convergence is an important component of co-seismic slab deformation. However, the large model misfits where down-dip compression is observed suggest that other important mechanisms may not be incorporated. These mechanisms may become more apparent in models that can self-consistently generate realistic plate velocities as well as net rotations rather than having them imposed.

In the case of the shallow-type slabs, down-dip compression is not reproduced in any of the modeling cases. Previous explanations for the Ryukyu slab [e.g., Shiono et al., 1980; Chen et al., 2004] suggest unique local features such that forces resisting the subduction are shallower than a upper/lower mantle viscosity contrast explaining compression for other slabs. The strong CLVD components and relative consistency of orientations suggest that this resistance occurs in much the same way as for the down-dip compression in deeper parts of other slabs. Hence, the compression may be interpreted as a regional change in the viscosity of the slab relative to the mantle below.

Another aspect of our results related to the studies of Isacks and Molnar [1969, 1971] is the relation between the number of earthquakes with depth and the transition from extension to compression. In cases where there is a clear gap between intermediate and deep seismicity, we found a relation between the gap and this transition (e.g., Indonesia-C1, Marianas-C and all three S. America slab regions). However, in other cases there was no clear relation between the transition and the amount of seismicity with depth. This is partly due to a lack of similarity in the seismicity-depth profiles, making it difficult to objectively define a single turning point in number of earthquakes as a function of depth.

Figure 12. Model $\hat{M}^{\infty}$ results for the IC-DC category slabs summarized as in Figure 10.
[44] Vassiliou and Hager [1988] interpreted the depth of a minimum in the number of earthquakes as a point at which the combined deviatoric stress due to the negative buoyancy and the collision with the viscous lower mantle is lowest. This can explain why the numerical modeling results presented here show compression/extension transitions that are more consistent with the seismicity-based estimates than the CMT-based estimates. We interpret the variation in histograms and observed depths of transition from extension to compression as reflecting the global heterogeneity in stress conditions affecting the $100 \leq z \leq 300$ km depth range for slabs that extend below $z = 350$ km. This limits the use of interpreting a single global distribution of seismicity with depth over this depth range, since there may be misinterpretations due to regional biases.

[45] Where mechanisms depart from the Isacks and Molnar categories due to oblique compression or extension, similar orientations over a range of depths suggest a shearing force applied to some slabs. These oblique orientations generally occur in the deep-type slabs and can be reproduced to some extent by the stiffer slab model results. In the models presented here, the shearing is a direct consequence of loading at the top of the slab by plate convergence oblique to the trench, which leads to essentially the same mantle shearing effect proposed for the Tonga slab by Giardini and Woodhouse [1986]. The rotation of P and T axes within the slab plane is consistent with the assertion of Fujita and Kanamori [1981] that slabs can be categorized by in-plane, rather than down-dip, compression or extension. An interesting case is the Aleutian slab, where, based plate motion (Figure 1), we would predict oblique convergence and orientations in the western slab region, as is observed. However, all of the model cases predict less obliqueness in the mechanism orientations than for the east. Seismic tomography results suggest that the slab extends far below the deepest seismicity in this region [e.g., Engdahl and Gubbins, 1987], yet the slab in our model is defined by the extent of seismicity. A deeper slab approaching the lower mantle may provide the resistive force necessary to generate the observed shear.

[46] The proportion of oblique mechanisms found in this study is greater than for previous results, which is likely to relate to our use of a more complete slab geometry. The observed rotation away from the slab coordinate system may indicate that the slab contours, as constrained by the hypocenter data, are unrepresentative of the true slab geometry and thus obliqueness is introduced by an incorrect rotation into the slab coordinate system. This is especially important in the $50 < z < 100$ km bin, where slab bending is better defined by a radius of curvature [e.g., Wu et al., 2008; Buffett and Heuret, 2011] with constantly changing dip than by the flat triangular segments used in this study. However, the common rotation of the P and T axes for this depth range is consistent with that expected for slab bending and is reproduced by most models. Since the slab contours fit a smooth surface to the seismicity, they may also introduce errors into the rotation at locations close to where slab tears or breaks exist. However, there are also strong reasons to believe that the nature of deformation is no longer controlled by down-dip stresses close to strong geometrical changes at slab edges. Slabs that are stronger than the mantle induce toroidal flow around the edges [e.g., Piromallo et al., 2006] that is likely to induce shear stresses. This effect leads to oblique orientations in the numerical modeling results presented here, especially where we observe oblique mechanisms and higher heterogeneity in the slab regions with sharp bends such as Indonesia-E and Tonga-N. Along strike changes in the slab geometry for the Izu-Bonin-Marianas slab regions [Miller et al., 2004], Tonga and New Britain slabs are likely to be related to the observations of oblique orientations there. However, it is not clear that the oblique orientations are a direct result of forces from the bending rather than an effect of the changing reference frame of the slab coordinate system.

[47] Frohlich [1995] suggested that CLVD components in slab earthquakes could be explained in terms of down-dip and along-strike slab bends. By this mechanism, inward bending of a slab may lead to along-strike compression on the upper part where earthquakes occur, while outward bending would lead to along-strike extension. This may explain the intermediate depth $\Gamma > 0$ for the inward bending Indonesia-W and Molucca-S, $\Gamma < 0$ for the outward bending Japan-S and New Britain-E, and $\Gamma \approx 0$ in the relatively straight New Hebrides-C and S. American slabs. However, a similar relation is not observed for the inward bending Marianas-C, Caribbean and Halmahera, and relatively straight Indonesia-C1, C. America and Kurile-N. A difficulty in fully quantifying the role of geometrical changes in slabs on co-seismic slab deformation is the wide range in size and type of bends within the global slab population, from smooth arc shapes to sharp changes separating relatively straight sections, and the spatial distribution of earthquakes with relation to the bends.

[48] Summation results indicate a fairly high degree of heterogeneity in both orientation and CLVD components of the slab related earthquakes. We observe a greater scatter in the size of the CLVD component compared to Kuge and Kawakatsu [1993]. This is expected since we use relaxed quality restrictions, consider a wider range of slabs, and do not average our measures of CLVD or down-dip compression/extension in the same way. Some degree of heterogeneity will be related to uncertainties in the CMT calculations, but there is no strong reason for such uncertainty to show the same depth dependency as we find in the observed heterogeneity. Hence, we can interpret these variations in terms of heterogeneity of the stress-field and/or rheological properties of the slab. While heterogeneity in focal mechanism orientations may indicate a heterogeneous stress field within the slabs, a wide range of CMT orientations are possible for a single stress tensor [McKenzie, 1969]. Nevertheless, heterogeneous stress at the intermediate depths where we observe greater focal mechanism heterogeneity could be related to double seismic zones at the same depths [e.g., Frohlich, 2006; Brudzinski et al., 2007]. This is especially relevant for the Kurile-N, Japan-N and New Britain slabs, where opposing focal mechanism orientations have been observed for the separate zones [Brudzinski et al., 2007]. The localized deformation into such zones is unlikely to be captured in the numerical models which highlight a smoothly varying stress field related to viscous flow, and may explain why the heterogeneity is greater in the observational results. However, the compilations of double seismic zone results by Frohlich [2006] and Brudzinski et al. [2007], as well as examination
of focal mechanism orientations within bins used here, indicate little generality to co-seismic strain patterns for such zones. Hence, the most we can infer is that their occurrence in the same depth range and the localization of seismicity may relate to our observed focal mechanism heterogeneity. We also consider it likely that variations in slab rheology play an important role in the observed heterogeneity.

Since earthquakes are a brittle process their occurrence requires an elastic component to slab rheologies, yet in this study we interpret the co-seismic deformation in terms of stresses in viscous slabs and therefore implicitly assume a heterogeneous slab rheology. The earthquakes tend to occur in spatial clusters within the slabs (see Figure 2) and it is likely that the slab rheology has some degree of spatial heterogeneity (e.g., adjacent weak and strong patches). This may include the reactivation of remnant faults, as suggested by Jiao et al. [2000]. In the numerical modeling results, the stress orientations are most sensitive to changes in viscosity parameters at the depths (~200–350 km) where we observe the highest levels of focal mechanism heterogeneity. Hence, it is likely that a heterogeneous slab rheology has its strongest effect on focal mechanism heterogeneity in the same depth range.

5. Conclusions

The categories of slab deformation suggested by Isacks and Molnar [1971], i.e., intermediate extension, intermediate extension - deep compression, and intermediate to deep compression, are generally consistent with our analysis of an increased data set and better constrained slab geometries. However, many slabs show obliquely oriented P and T axes. Departure from the Isacks and Molnar categories can be related to bending of the top of the slab, oblique plate convergence leading to a shearing force within the slab, and a heterogeneous stress field which we ascribe to spatially heterogeneous or mechanically anisotropic rheological properties. The depth of transition from extension to compression can be related to gaps in seismicity but otherwise does not reflect seismicity patterns in a clear manner. This can be interpreted as a sensitivity of the transition to minor changes in the slab stress conditions or mechanical properties, which are most heterogeneous in the 100 ≤ z ≤ 350 km depth range. From the CLVD components of the summed tensor results, we find a tendency for compressional intermediate strain when the slab is down-dip extensional, and extensional intermediate strain when the slab is down-dip compressional. This is observed for both individual CMTs, summations of CMTs and summations of normalized CMTs, substantiating the observations of Kuge and Kawakatsu [1993]. Those CLVD patterns are predicted successfully by global mantle flow models with viscous slabs that extend in response to gravity and compress as they approach a viscosity increase from the upper to lower mantle. First order, general properties of observed slab deformation can therefore be described by a purely viscous representation, while a more complete understanding requires more detailed consideration of the sensitivity to local properties of the slab and the surrounding mantle, particularly in the 200–300 km depth range.
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